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Gaganyaan, Chandrayaan-3 in mission mode, 
says ISRO

Four astronauts shortlisted for space trip to undergo training in Russia: Sivan
• Four pilots from the Indian Air Force (IAF) will leave for Russia this month to receive 

training as astronauts of Gaganyaan, the first Indian crewed flight to space.They were 
shortlisted after a series of fitness and endurance tests, ISRO Chairman K. Sivan announced 
at a press meet on Wednesday.

• The initial tests were conducted in the IAF’s Institute of Aerospace Medicine, 
Bengaluru, and Russia. The four will leave in the third week of January to be trained at the 
Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut Centre in Moscow, as per an agreement signed between the 
space agencies of the two countries last year.

Set for 2022
• Gaganyaan, announced by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi in August 2018, is the 

₹10,000-crore Indian human space flight scheduled for 2022. It is designed to have 3-7 
crew members spend 3-7 days in space in a 400-km orbit.



• Dr. Sivan said Gaganyaan activities were on track. However it was not known yet how many astronauts would finally travel to space.

• The first of the two pre-Gaganyaan flights with a humanoid will be launched this year-end along with some of the six shortlisted 
micro-gravity experiments, Dr. Sivan said.

• ISRO has also quietly begun work on another soft landing mission to the moon with most of the same features of Chandrayaan-2 and 
almost on the back of the failure of the latter’s lander on the lunar surface on September 7.

• The launch of the nearly ₹600-crore Chandrayaan-3 is targeted for the end of this year or early 2021.

• It will be almost a repetition of the July 2019 Chandrayaan-2 mission in the configuration of spacecraft, the landing spot on the moon and 
the experiments to be conducted on the lunar surface, Dr. Sivan said.

• The third mission, he said, was ISRO’s bid to realise for itself the difficult technology of soft-landing on another planetary body. 
The agency is undertaking it as the landing module of the second mission crashed barely five minutes before it was to have landed on the 
lunar surface.

• The lander and rover are estimated to cost ₹250 crore and will go to the moon on a propulsion model. The GSLV Mark III vehicle 
costs around ₹350 crore.

• The Tamil Nadu government has started acquiring 2,300 acres of land in Thoothukudi district for ISRO’s second launch port. 
Currently satellites are launched from the Sriharikota launch centre in Andhra Pradesh.

• Dr. Sivan said Thoothukudi offers a locational advantage to launch towards India’s South.

• When ready, the new port will handle mainly the small satellite launch vehicle (SSLV) that is under development. SSLVs are meant 
to put a payload of up to 500 kg in space.



• In the second mission that cost 
nearly ₹1,000 crore, an orbiter 
carried the lander and the rover to 
a lunar orbit. The orbiter 
continues to work well around the 
moon.

• Another lunar mission is being 
discussed with Japanese space 
agency JAXA (Japan Aeronautics 
Exploration Agency) but its 
elements have not been finalised, 
he said.

• Although scores of landers sent by 
Russia, the U.S. and the Chinese 
have explored the moon’s surface, 
so far, no other agency has landed 
in the southern hemisphere. ISRO 
hopes to be still the first to do so.

He said work on Chandrayaan-3 is going on smoothly and it 
may need 14-16 months to get ready.
While he did not name the mission director or say if the same 
team was retained, he said, “We have identified the project 
director, Dr. P.Veeramuthuvel, [of the U.R. Rao Satellite Centre] 
who was also the associate project director of Chandrayaan-2.”



• The Congress government in Rajasthan has started using satellite communication technology in a big way to 
enhance the learning outcome in educational institutions and generate awareness about social welfare 
schemes, while giving priority to the five aspirational districts selected by NITI Aayog in the State.

• The Science & Technology Department has taken an initiative to provide the facility of receive only terminals 
(ROT) and satellite interactive terminals (SIT) for getting the services of subject experts in the government 
schools and colleges and propagate various schemes in the remote areas with no Internet connectivity.

• State S&T Secretary Mugdha Sinha said here on Wednesday that the technique would be used during the first 
phase in approximately 2,000 institutions coming under various departments, such as education, higher 
education, social welfare, minority welfare, woman and child development and tribal area development.

• Subject experts

• The students studying English and science subjects in the government educational institutions will get services of 
subject experts through ROT and SIT. Ms. Sinha said the level of English and science subjects would be 
increased among students of Class VI to XII in order to get better results in the board examinations of Class 
X and XII.

• The new programme’s facility will also be provided to all the 134 model schools, Kasturba Gandhi Girls’ Schools, 
Social Welfare Department’s hostels, children’s homes and students of a government college in each district. The 
institutions with the shortage of teachers will especially benefit from the geostationary satellite uplinking
facilities.

Satcom technology deployed for learning Focus on generating awareness 



• Ms. Sinha said the people going for Haj 
pilgrimage, who were earlier required to 
come to Jaipur for training, would be 
trained at the district level through ROT 
and SIT installed in the government 
colleges.

• The special focus of the initiative will be 
laid on the five aspirational districts 
selected by NITI Aayog — Karauli, 
Dholpur, Baran, Jaisalmer and Sirohi —
where the satellite-related resources would 
be installed at the old age homes and 
children's homes. Ms. Sinha said eight 
community radio stations run by the S&T 
Department would publicise education-
related schemes in these districts.



Nursing students celebrating the WHO’s announcement of declaring the year 2020 as the ‘Year of nurse and midwife’ by 
lighting candles at Mananchira square in Kerala’s Kozhikode on Wednesday.



Mandu festival is celebrated in Mandu, Ujjain and Indore, 

and is noticeably different from Ganesh Chaturthi. What 

brings about the differences in their celebration of the two 

festivals is the amalgamation of tribal elements in Mandu

festival.

The tribal people worship a stone statue of Ganesha, 

incorporating their own rituals and patterns of 

adulation.



Infrastructure push
The challenge is in making the plan to boost investment in infrastructure work

• For an economy that is tottering, a big bang announcement from the government can 
sometimes work to turn around sentiment. The unveiling by Finance Minister Nirmala 
Sitharaman on Tuesday of a mega push to infrastructure investment adding up to ₹102 lakh 
crore over the next five years belongs in this category. Projects in energy, roads, railways and 
urban infrastructure under the National Infrastructure Pipeline (NIP) have been identified by 
a task force. About 42% of such identified projects are already under implementation, 
19% are under development and 31% are at the conceptual stage. The NIP task force 
appears to have gone project-by-project, assessing each for viability and relevance in 
consultation with the States. Considering that the NIP will be like a window to the future, a 
constant review becomes paramount if this is not to degenerate into a mere collation
and listing of projects. A periodic review, as promised by the Finance Ministry, is necessary. 
The government’s push on infrastructure development will not only enable ease of living —
such as metro trains in cities and towns — but also create jobs and increase demand for 
primary commodities such as cement and steel. From this perspective, this push to invest in 
infrastructure is welcome.

• Identifying the projects to be put on the pipeline is the easy part. Implementing and 
commissioning them will be the more difficult one. There are a few hurdles that the NIP 
task force needs to watch out for. 



• First, the financing plan assumes that the Centre and the States will fund 39% 
each while the private sector will chip in with 22% of the outlay. Going by the 
present fiscal situation, it will be no small challenge for the Centre to raise 
₹39 lakh crore, even if it is over the next five years. The financial position 
of States is even more perilous. 

• Second, the ₹22 lakh crore expected from private investment also looks steep 
considering the lack of appetite for fresh investment by the private sector in 
the last few years. In fact, this factor has been a major drag on economic 
growth. Given the scale of investment, debt will play an important role and it 
remains to be seen if banks have gotten over their apprehensions on 
infrastructure financing as a major part of their bad loans originated there.

• Finally, cooperation from States becomes very important in implementing 
infrastructure projects. The experience on this count has not been very happy till 
now. 

• While these are genuine obstacles that the task force needs to manage, these 
should not detract from the need for a concerted effort to invest in infrastructure. 
The key will be following up and reviewing the pipeline at regular intervals.





• In the initial year of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s first tenure (2014-19), his foreign 
policy moves were given priority. Putting the past with the United States behind him —
it had cancelled his visa for nearly a decade and criticized his actions in Gujarat — Mr. 
Modi’s government forged an extra close bond with the Barack Obama 
administration, opening a new chapter in Indo-Pacific policy. With China, he also cast 
domestic sentiments aside to welcome its President, Xi Jinping to India, following it up 
with a visit to China. 

• Finally, with India’s neighbours, he signalled a new start from his party, the Bharatiya
Janata Party’s traditionally hard-line policies on Pakistan, Bangladesh, even Sri Lanka, 
putting bilateral ties over domestic concerns.

• The contrast between that period and the first year in his second tenure (2019-2020) 
could not be more pronounced; rather than dealing with bilateral ties, the Ministry of 
External Affairs and its missions abroad are now fully devoted to dealing with India’s 
domestic concerns and their fallout. Among them, the decision to amend Article 370 
of the Constitution on Jammu and Kashmir, the Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019, or 
the CAA, 2019, and the proposal for the National Register of Citizens (NRC) have been 
called into question by several countries and international organizations.



State of U.S., European ties

• The impact of these policies has been most keenly felt in ties with the U.S., where bipartisan support 
for India has been the norm for at least two decades. The whittling away of Democrat support was 
evident early on during the “Howdy Modi” event in September 2019, where only three out of the two 
dozen lawmakers at the event were from the Democratic Party; the party, especially under Mr. 
Obama, had been very supportive of the Modi government. While the ostensible reason was that 
they did not wish to share a stage with U.S. President Donald Trump, it was significant that even 
among the five Indian-American lawmakers, only one was present. Nor has the discomfort in 
Washington been limited to the Opposition party alone. In the weeks that followed “Howdy Modi”, the 
State Department and several bipartisan committees have issued statements of concern over 
continued detentions in Kashmir and the CAA, held hearings in the U.S. Congress, and even inserted 
language on Kashmir into the annual Foreign Appropriations Act for 2020. A resolution urging India 
to lift restrictions in Kashmir, sponsored by Indian-American lawmaker Pramila Jayapal, now has 29 
co-sponsors, including two Republicans, and a lawmaker who had earlier attended “Howdy Modi”.

• The same issues found voice in the U.K. Parliament. In the European Parliament, last September, 
there were also discussions on Kashmir. It also led to heated battles within their polities, as Kashmir 
became a campaign talking point between Labour and Conservative candidates in the U.K. elections.
The Modi government’s invitation to far-right Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) to visit 
Kashmir (last October) has riled European diplomats from various countries — they have been denied 
similar access.



• Denting Bangladesh relations

• In the neighbourhood, the government has upset both friend and foe with its wording of the CAA. Pakistan is predictably 
angry, while Afghanistan is more muted. But the real damage has been done to ties with Bangladesh. In the past decade, 
and especially after completing the Land Boundary Agreement, Dhaka and New Delhi had worked hard on building 
connectivity, opening energy routes, trade and developing travel links. The relationship was seen as a “win-win” in contrast 
to the preceding years when terror safe-havens and border killings dominated the India-Bangladesh narrative. By clubbing 
Bangladesh with Pakistan and Afghanistan on treatment of minorities, India has introduced a note of bitterness that is hard to 
mistake in the bilateral engagement. Some in Sheikh Hasina’s government have pointed out that the Modi government’s 
desire to naturalize only one group of immigrants from Bangladesh but castigate the others as “illegal immigrants” and 
“termites” cannot but be seen in a communal light. If India’s motivation was compassion for the religiously persecuted, they 
ask, then why was the Modi government so impervious to Ms. Hasina’s repeated requests for help in the Rohingya refugee 
issue?

• Regardless of the reasoning, India’s diplomats, including new Foreign Secretary Harsh Vardhan Shringla, who had earlier 
served in Dhaka, will have their work cut out in repairing the damage. If close friend Bangladesh that defends India at the 
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation feels that India’s actions are religiously discriminatory, it is only a matter of time 
before others in the Islamic world, most notably the Arab countries, who have been muted so far, will become more vocal.
The OIC’s plans for a special meet on Kashmir and the CAA in April 2020, possibly in Islamabad, is one such indicator.

• It would be easy to dismiss all of the above with the simple line that they constitute interference in India’s internal affairs.
Even if countries issue statements and world bodies pass resolutions on the detentions and the Internet ban in Kashmir, the 
crackdown in Uttar Pradesh and protests across the country, does New Delhi really need to worry? There are, in fact, a 
number of reasons why the government must weigh its diplomatic posture on these issues carefully, as all of them are 
likely to dominate its time in 2020.



• Steps that could pack a punch

• First, not all statements and resolutions are empty rhetoric, and could lead to worrisome measures 
against India. The U.S. Commission for International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) has already 
recommended sanctions be considered for Home Minister Amit Shah and other officials. While this 
may be considered an extreme step, even laughable, it must be remembered that it was the USCIRF 
that first recommended a visa ban against Mr. Modi, as Gujarat Chief Minister, in 2005. To date, he 
remains the only individual worldwide sanctioned thus under the U.S.’s International Religious 
Freedom Act of 1998. In the U.S. Congress too, lawmakers can effectively block defence sales to India, 
or pursue sanctions on the S-400 missile system purchase from Russia, for example, regardless of 
support in the Trump administration for India.

• On the international stage, the United Nations and its affiliated bodies, which often seem toothless, 
could provide a platform for India to be targeted. In December 2019, a suit by a relatively remote 
player, the Gambia, ensured that Myanmar’s top leadership was made to appear for a public hearing at 
the International Court of Justice at The Hague in connection with the Rohingya issue. New Delhi’s 
break in ties with Turkey and Malaysia for their comments at the UN on Kashmir could also lead to 
them vetoing India’s legitimate position at the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), where it hopes to 
blacklist Pakistan for terror financing this year.

• At the very least, the unrest that has emerged from the policies will lead to a lower number of foreign 
visitors, and visit cancellations/postponements by leaders, recent examples being Japan’s Prime 
Minister Shinzō Abe, or Bangladesh’s Foreign and Home Ministers.



• Getting bogged down

• The government must also evaluate the toll on its diplomatic resources that have been 
diverted for much of the year in firefighting negative international opinion. The skills of 
the Minister of External Affairs, himself a trained diplomat, for example, could be better 
used than they have been; he has had to give a barrage of interviews to the European 
and U.S. media and the “think-tank blitz” in Washington and New York to deal with 
questions about Kashmir and the NRC. Missions everywhere, including in friendly 
countries, have been overworked, disseminating FAQs and lobbying with lawmakers on 
Article 370, the Ayodhya verdict and the CAA. Many are occupied martialling their 
strengths to prevent resolutions with objectionable wording from being drafted, and UN 
Security Council meetings from being held.

• Finally, the government must consider the impact of its domestic actions on India’s 
diplomatic capital. This capital is a complex combination of the goodwill the country has 
banked on over decades as a democratic, secular, stable power, bilateral transactions it 
can conduct in the present, and the potential it holds for future ties, particularly in 
terms of its economic and geopolitical strengths. At a time when the western world is in 
flux, the economy under stress and the rules-based order in recess, India’s diplomatic 
capital is being depleted at a rate unseen in the last few decades. And to paraphrase 
Cassius in Shakespeare’s “Julius Caesar”, the fault may not lie in our diplomatic stars, but 
in ourselves, and the problematic message the government is now trying to convey.





• Five different ministries along with a multitude of regulators govern 

India’s energy sector. Petroleum and natural gas, coal, renewable energy 

and nuclear energy have separate ministries or departments. 

• We also have a Ministry of Power, along with State-level bodies that 

regulate electricity distribution companies, or DISCOMS. Add to this, the 

presence of different regulators for each type of fuel and energy source 

which makes it cumbersome for businesses operating in this sector. 

• Further, the petroleum and natural gas sector has two regulators –

Directorate General of Hydrocarbons for upstream activities and the 

Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board for downstream activities.



Data constraints

• There are also issues with data collection. No single agency collects energy data in a 
wholesome and integrated manner. Data pertaining to consumption are barely available while 
supply side data collected by agencies of respective ministries are riddled with gaps. The 
Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation collates data available from various 
ministries and conducts surveys at sporadic intervals. On the energy efficiency front, the 
Bureau of Energy Efficiency is the sole statutory authority with the mandate to regulate 
energy efficiency on the consumption side. There is no agency or body for the same purpose 
on the supply side.

• This stands in stark contrast to most other nations with their varied energy governance 
models. Developed and efficient countries such as the United States, Germany, France and the 
United Kingdom have their vibrant, diverse and prolific energy sectors administered by a 
single ministry or department. There are also instances where the energy ministry is in 
conjunction with other portfolios such as environment, climate change, mines and industry. 
For example, the U.K. has the “Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy”, France
has the “Ministry of the Environment, Energy and Marine Affairs”, Brazil has the “Ministry of 
Mines and Energy” and Australia has the ‘Ministry of Environment and Energy’. The 
predominance of unified energy ministries is evident.



• The Kelkar Committee in its report “Roadmap for Reduction in Import 
Dependency in the Hydrocarbon Sector by 2030” (2013) stated that “Multiple 
ministries and agencies are currently involved in managing energy-related issues, 
presenting challenges of coordination and optimal resource utilization, hence 
undermining efforts to increase energy security”.

• In the Draft National Energy Policy (NEP), the NITI Aayog has advocated that a 
Unified Ministry of Energy be created by merging the Ministries of Petroleum 
and Natural Gas (MoPNG), Coal (MoC), New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) and 
Power (MoP). 

• The Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) has been left out since it has 
implications beyond the scope of energy and involves national security issues. 

• The proposed ministry would have six agencies under it to handle various 
aspects of the energy sector — Energy Regulatory Agency, Energy Data Agency, 
Energy Efficiency Agency, Energy Planning and Technical Agency, Energy Schemes 
Implementation Agency and Energy R&D Agency.



Enabling optimization

• A single unified ministry of energy would help India to have an integrated outlook on energy that would 
enable us optimize our limited resources to meet the goals of energy security, sustainability and 
accessibility. In the fast-changing energy landscape of our country, having a single energy ministry 
would be beneficial as it would allow for a quicker policy response. Formulating an integrated and 
wholesome energy policy in the current governance structure is a complex and challenging task not only 
due to lack of coordination among ministries but also due to the absence of good quality consumption 
data and an inadvertent promotion of their own fuels over other choices, which may not always be the 
best option.

• The present government has already taken some steps towards unifying the governance structure of 
the energy sector such as appointing a single minister for both MNRE and MoP. This move has been 
lauded across sections of society as both those sectors are heavily interlinked. Having the same person 
heading both of these ministries will help resolve long-standing issues faced by both conventional and 
renewable power generators such as power balancing and transmission infrastructure planning.

• The hotly debated issue of non-payment of dues by DISCOMS to the generators might also be resolved 
with such synergy in administration. In the past too, this government has had the same minister for 
MNRE, MoP and MoC with great results in village electrification, LED bulb distribution (Unnat Jyoti by 
Affordable LEDs for All, or UJALA), power sector reforms (Ujwal DISCOM Assurance Yojana, or UDAY), 
coal block e-auctions and alleviation of coal shortages. This demonstrates the intention of the political 
leadership to reform the energy governance structure.



• The ‘Jal Shakti’ example

• They have already shown a disposition towards unifying critical ministries. A pertinent example 
is the newly created Ministry of Jal Shakti which was formed by merging the Ministry of Water 
Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation and the Ministry of Drinking Water 
and Sanitation. The objective of this action is to unify water management functions, treat the 
issues of water management holistically and ensure better coordination of efforts. This was a 
crucial decision at a time when nearly 600 million Indians faced “high to extreme water 
stress”, while 75% households did not have drinking water on their premises.

• Though the actions by this government are a step in the right direction, there is a long road 
ahead. Accepting and implementing the recommendations of the NEP on reforming energy 
governance, which is to be placed for the approval of the Cabinet soon, would need to be 
carefully traversed given their hard-hitting implications on the existing bureaucratic 
structure. But nothing is more important than ensuring energy security, sustainability and 
accessibility. In this age of energy transition, this can only happen with quick and holistic 
decision-making as well as providing a level playing field for various fuels, all of which can 
happen if a single ministry handles the entire sector. Such a Unified Ministry of Energy will not 
only enable India to keep up with the global energy transition but also to continue to be a 
leader in adopting cleaner energy sources.




